
Report Approach & Research Methodology

In order to develop its perspective, Deloitte conducted a combination of primary and 
secondary research, including engagement with CAFII members across 14 organizations that 
included both underwriters1 and distributors of CPI

CAFII Members Surveyed and Interviewed

Survey & Interview Scope

Notes: 1) Underwriters include all CPI product manufacturers
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CPI Digital Maturity - Sample Questions

 •  What does ‘Digitizing CPI’ mean to your organization and how important do you
                believe digitizing CPI is to the future of CPI?
 •  How would you describe the current digital maturity of the Canadian CPI industry? 
 •   How would you rank your maturity relative to your peers & your desired future state?

Challenges & Opportunities in Digitizing CPI - Sample Questions

 •  What do you believe are the primary friction points / inefficiencies that exist
               within CPI operations?
 •  Where do you believe digitizing CPI may present an opportunity to improve  
               these inefficiencies?
 •  What do you believe is the biggest challenge in digitizing CPI?
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Digitizing Canadian CPI – Key Takeaways

The need to digitize and improve the end-to-end CPI client experience is becoming an 
imperative for CPI underwriters and distributors in order to keep pace with consumer 
expectations and the accelerating move to digital lending

Of Underwriters and Distributors indicated 
digitizing CPI as a strategic priority
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02 Relative to other insurance industries, 
Canadian CPI has unique challenges with 
regards to its digitization, accentuated by the 
multiple stakeholders involved

Digitizing CPI is a strategic priority for 
Canadian financial institutions

Overall Takeaways

Survey Highlights
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03 The CPI digital experience offered is highly 
dependent upon the lending journey (i.e., 
mortgages, lines of credit)

04 The regulatory environment surrounding CPI 
can be perceived difficult to navigate 
digitally, especially for national organizations 
offering CPI across provinces

Several CPI distributors and Underwriters have 
taken a leadership position by relatively 
investing more in digital over the past years
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06 Adoption from representatives as well as clients 
in digital experiences continues to be an 
inhibitor to realizing the benefits of digital 
investments 

07 Successful digitization of CPI extends beyond 
client-facing experiences, and includes back / 
mid-office operations

08 Digital experiences enabled by automation 
across the value chain with partners (e.g., 
underwriting, claims) were the most cited 
friction points
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100%

Of members surveyed believe that up to 
40% of applications will be fully digital by 
2025

43%

Of CPI Underwriters and Distributors 
viewed alignment with lenders as a key 
opportunity to increase value delivered to 
customers

75%

Of Underwriters and Distributors 
indicated digitizing CPI as a strategic 
priority

80%

Of Distributors ranked their current digital 
maturity as being ‘somewhat behind’57%

Of respondents indicated that most back 
/ mid-office processes remain manual 
despite investments

67%

Of Distributors have indicated that 
cross-channel integration is key for 
successful digital CPI experiences

86%

Collaboration across Distributors,
Underwriters and Regulators will be key to 
delivering “Best-in-Class” experiences

Source: Deloitte Digitizing CPI Survey



Factors Driving Digital in Insurance

Digital is at the heart of the insurance industry's most prominent and disruptive trends, 
enabling the industry to respond with new and innovative business models, offerings and 
experiences

Heightened Customer Expectations

Driven by experiences offered by other industries, consumers are 
expecting seamless, convenient and more personalized digital 
xperiences from their insurers

Pressure on Back-office Operational Efficiency

Rising margin compression has insurers actively looking to implement 
automation and digitization to improve productivity and efficiency 
across their operations

Increasingly Competitive Landscape

New & non-traditional entrants with tech-enabled business models are 
driving new competition in the industry forcing incumbents to rethink 
their traditional business models

Availability and Ability to Activate Data 

The increased availability of data and the use of advanced analytics to 
derive greater insight provides insurers an opportunity to better assess 
and manage personalized risks
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These trends are causing insurers to rethink and transform their 
experiences, offerings, operations, distribution, and enabling 
technologies – all in ways that are truly more digital and deliver 
more value to customers



Insights From Previous CAFII Consumer Research 

CAFII previously conducted consumer research in order to identify the post-COVID-19 
implications to how CPI clients needs & preferences for across the journey have evolved to 
inform the development of a customer-centric future journey
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Source: CAFII: Credit Protection Insurance -Process and Methods –Research Report, 2021 
(N=1002), CAFII: Travel Medical Insurance Study -Wave 2 Report, 2018 (N=1200), Deloitte analysis

•  65% of customers are now more likely
   to obtain CPI on their mortgage or line
   of credit as a result of the pandemic

•  Online services such as education,
   quotes and coverage information
   will be table stakes to support
   client discovery of CPI

•  Customer preferences are almost
   evenly split between virtual and inperson
   assistance, highlighting the need for
   building omnichannel capabilities

•  93% of CPI holders value easily
   connecting with a representative in
   real time

•  While channel preferences have evolved
   due to COVID, the overall CPI journey
   should remain an omnichannel
   experience

•  Improving the representative
   experience will be critical to improving
   the end-to-end client experience

•  When it comes to filing a claim, the
   large majority of customers are
   comfortable with virtual channels

•  Significant number of clients indicated
   they prefer to submit their claim online
   (18%) over mobile (4%)

~95%
Of customers want to plain language
information available through the 
website, as well as having the 
opportunity to easily connect with 
someone in real-time to get answers

~60% Of customers would like 
to have real-time virtual 
assistance when it 
comes to obtaining CPI

~40% Of customers will want 
in-person assistance at 
some point in the CPI 
purchasing journey

State that the pandemic 
has changed the way 
they want to conduct 
financial transactions

Prefer the convenience of
conducting financial
transactions online

Only 1/3rd of customers 
prefer to meet someone 
in person to make a CPI 
claim

Indicate that they prefer to 
file a CPI claim over the
phone or online (website or 
web-based platform)

72%

79%

33%

40%



Going From ‘Doing’ digital to ‘Being’ Digital 

As a result of COVID-19, the degree of digital transformation will see a rapid acceleration across 
all global markets and lines of business in order to play ‘catch-up’ with other industries and 
better meet consumer preferences for digital experiences

6 Key Attributes of ‘Being’ a Digital Insurer 

Through our research & experience, we’ve observed that leading digital insurance organizations 
exhibit the following 6 attributes and respective underlying capabilities which contribute to 
offering leading digital experiences

Why Now?
Consumer expectations for digitally-enabled experiences, coupled 
with the turbulence associated with COVID-19 have presented a 
turning point for accelerating digital maturity in the industry
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These 6 foundational attributes are core to Deloitte’s Framework for ‘Being’ Digital In Insurance & will 
serve as the basis for which we will identify the requirements to be a digital CPI leader in Canada

Being

Business, operating, and 
customer models are 
optimized for digital and 
profoundly different 
from prior business, 
operating, and 
customer models

Becoming

Leverage digital technologies— 
becoming more synchronized 
and less siloed—with more 
advanced changes to current 
business,  operating, and 
customer models

Doing

Leverage digital technologies to 
extend capabilities, but still 
largely the same business,  
operating, and customer 
models

Exploring

Leverage traditional 
technologies to automate 
existing capabilities. Dabbling 
with digital. No real change 
to the organization

Insurance Industry 
Average Today

Industry Leading
Today

Industry Leading
~5 Years

Articulated Strategy & Digital Ambition
High performing digital organizations have a well 
articulated business and supporting digital strategy 
with clarity on the supporting customer, product and 
channel strategy

User Centric Digital Experiences
Highly customer-oriented in how they do business and 
take a human centered design approach to designing 
their end-to-end user journey allowing for seamless and 
highly personalized digital experiences

Hyper Focused on Operational Efficiency
Digital-enabled insurers have a commitment to relentless 
expense efficiency, optimizing investments in technology 
& data through process automation and digitization and 
business model innovation

Sophisticated Data, Analytics & Insights
Inform business priorities, product development, and 
customer experiences all based on data-driven insights 
- allowing for hyper personalization of experiences, 
features, pricing and risk assessment

Scalable Technology Architecture
Utilize modern (e.g., cloud based, APIs) technology 
architecture to support flexibility, modularity and speed to 
market allowing for seamless integration with ecosystem 
partners through APIs

Digital Talent & Culture
Digital culture, skills and ways of working (e.g., agile) are 
embedded throughout the organization driving a holistic 
culture of innovation and moving away from isolating 
digital as a standalone team



Unique Considerations for Digitizing CPI 

Our analysis suggests that Credit Protection Insurance has unique characteristics and an 
ecosystem that increase the complexity in offering a seamless digital client experience 
relative to other lines of insurance

Deloitte’s Framework for Digitizing CPI

Utilizing the 6 attributes for ‘Being’ a digital insurer and our analysis on the Canadian CPI 
industry, we have defined a framework outlining our perspective on what it will take to 
Digitize CPI and assess the industry’s current digital maturity
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Differences in the regulatory and legislative policies across 
provinces increase complexity related to delivering consistent 
and seamless experiences at scale across Canada

As CPI needs to be group underwritten, there are limitations to 
the ability to provide personalization in pricing, product design, 
and assistance relative to other individual insurance products

CPI is highly connected to the lending journey, which are 
increasingly moving towards digital and human-assisted 
channels; strong collaboration is required with lending partners

The client journey is owned by multiple stakeholders at varying 
stages of the policy lifecycle and requires significant alignment on 
roles, priorities and capabilities amongst underwriters & distributors

Distributors must ensure that a customer purchasing a CPI
product goes through a specific eligibility and exclusion
assessment, adding steps to the purchasing journey to ensure
value is delivered

Key considerations across each 
of the 6 layers in Deloitte’s 
Digital CPI framework to 
inform a set of distinct 
capabilities that apply to CPI 
distributors and underwriters 
to deliver leading digital 
experiences

Decisions across layers must 
be anchored in regulatory  
equirements and focus on 
delivering on stakeholders 
needs and fair treatment of 
customers

What makes digitizing CPI uniquely challenging?

Evolving & Regional Regulation

Group Underwriting

Strong Ties to Lending

Multiple Stakeholders

Eligibility Practices

Stakeholder Needs & Best Interest

CPI Digital Strategy
1

2

3

4

5

6

Is there a well articulated business strategy with clarity on the customer strategy & needs to inform the products, 
channels and digital ambition to support the vision with well-defined KPIs that are routinely monitored and assessed?

Is there commitment to enabling business model innovation (e.g., operational efficiency, simplified products & 
processes) through investments in end-to-end process optimization, automation & digitization?

Are data-driven insights derived and utilized to inform business priorities (e.g., product design, digital priorities, 
customer experiences) to achieve hyper personalization of experiences, products and pricing?

Is there modern and scalable technology infrastructure in place to support flexibility, speed to market and ecosystem 
integration (e.g., digital platforms, APIs)?

Are digital skills, culture and ways of working (e.g., agile, change, learning, etc.) embedded throughout the 
organization and is there a talent & partnership strategy in place to address any capability & expertise gaps?

Are experiences customer-centric and do they take a human-centered design approach to how they design their 
end-to-end user experience, achieving a seamless and highly personalized digital-enabled client experience?

User Centric Experiences

Digital-Enabled Operation

Data, Analytics & Insights

Digital & Technology

Talent & Culture

Regulatory Requirements & Fair Treatment of Customers



Illustrative Future Digital CPI Customer Journey 

Sam is a 33-year-old Teacher looking to purchase 
her first home; She goes online to complete an 
online mortgage pre-approval and was provided 
relevant information for ‘first time home buyers’ 
with an option to virtually connect with Blair, a 
certified lending representative

While completing the online mortgage application, 
Sam is notified she’s eligible for Credit Protection and 
is provided with relevant ‘what if’ scenarios that 
demonstrate the value of having protection in the 
event something unexpected happens, along with 
the estimated additional cost of adding the coverage.

6 months later Sam and her partner are 
expecting a baby and want to revisit the impact 
of job loss or going on disability leave. Blair is 
notified through the representative portal that 
Sam wishes to discuss coverage changes

Before confirming her mortgage rate & coverage, 
Sam schedules a video call with Blair who is able to 
address her questions and shares a link for Sam to
securely complete her health questionnaire online; 
Blair is automatically notified that Sam has 
completed her application and its ready for review

Sam is unfortunately involved in a car accident and will 
be unable to work for an extended period. Sam goes into 
her online banking to view her coverage and is able to
submit her claim and upload the required  
documentation securely online

Sam purchases a new vehicle with the use of a 
personal loan, and is notified of the option to add-on 
the same protection that is present on their mortgage 
on the personal loan which she selects easily online
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Discovery Quoting

PurchasingServicing
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